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Springer-Verlag New York Inc., United States, 2013. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 2013 ed.. 259 x
193 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. This text introduces upper division
undergraduate/beginning graduate students in mathematics, finance, or economics, to the core
topics of a beginning course in finance/financial engineering. Particular emphasis is placed on
exploiting the power of the Monte Carlo method to illustrate and explore financial principles. Monte
Carlo is the uniquely appropriate tool for modeling the random factors that drive financial markets
and simulating their implications. The Monte Carlo method is introduced early and it is used in
conjunction with the geometric Brownian motion model (GBM) to illustrate and analyze the topics
covered in the remainder of the text. Placing focus on Monte Carlo methods allows for students to
travel a short road from theory to practical applications. Coverage includes investment science,
mean-variance portfolio theory, option pricing principles, exotic options, option trading strategies,
jump diffusion and exponential Levy alternative models, and the Kelly criterion for maximizing
investment growth. Novel features: * inclusion of both portfolio theory and contingent claim
analysis in a single text* pricing methodology for exotic options* expectation analysis of option
trading strategies* pricing models that transcend the...
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Reviews
Extensive information for book fanatics. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am just delighted to tell you that this is
basically the best pdf i actually have go through within my personal daily life and might be he greatest pdf for actually.
-- Guiller mo Ma r qua r dt
This created pdf is excellent. This is for anyone who statte that there had not been a really worth reading through. Your life span will probably be transform
as soon as you total looking over this publication.
-- Pr of. Esteba n Wucker t
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